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Feedback for Virtual Reality (VR) Training – VR simulators
➢ VR simulators have been widely used in many applications:
Driver training, surgical training, pilot training, military training, …

A VR driving simulator

A VR surgery simulator

A VR flight simulator

Feedback for VR Training – our simulator

The University of Melbourne Temporal Bone Surgery Simulator

Feedback for VR Training – real-time feedback
VR platforms for training
• Benefits: low-cost, low-risk, convenient accessibility, repeatable practice, etc.
• Drawback: lack of real-time guidance -> needs automatic real-time feedback support
❑ Feedback intervention → effective knowledge/skill learning
Traditionally: experts, professors, experienced technician
VR training: it still requires expert’s supervision

❑ Benefits of real-time interactive feedback:
✓ Increase learning motivation
✓ Improve performance
✓ Obtain proper skills and correct mistakes
✓ More importantly, improve decision making skills

Feedback for VR Training – real-time feedback
Intelligent tutoring feedback? In real-time?
Is it possible that feedback is generated in real-time
automatically and is expert-like?

Challenges:
• Real-time: 1 second after action performed.
• Accurate: correctly identify novice technique.
• Effective: successfully change novice technique to expert technique.
• Simplicity: one feedback only address 1 or 2 aspects of the technique.
• Transferability: similar task with different difficulties or different tasks

Feedback for VR Training – real-time feedback
What is feedback?
High-level:
• Feedback is the helpful information presented to the
trainee about his/her prior behavior which can be used
to adjust improve future behaviour.
Low-level:
• Actions that need to be taken to improve performance.

Feedback for VR Training – real-time feedback
An example of real-time feedback.
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Feedback Generation – preliminary
❑Skill Vector: how to define user behavior?
Metrics (features): 1) motion-based, 2) time-based, 3) position-based, or 4) system settings
Example:
Drill speed, drill force, trajectory straightness, burr size … in our Temporal Bone Surgical Simulator

❑Skill Levels: expert vs novice
Supervised learning:
expert demonstrations → expert; student demonstrations → novice

❑Goal: novice skill → expert skill
By changing features in the skill vector.
Example:
Feedback: (force =0.2; duration = 0.3) → (force = 0.5;duration = 0.3) is “increase force to 0.5”.

Feedback Generation – preliminary
❑Skill Vector: how to define user behavior?
Drill speed, drill force, trajectory straightness, burr size … in our Temporal Bone Surgical Simulator

Feedback Generation – overview
Offline Training
expert/novice
stroke samples

train

Real-time Feedback
Random
Forest
Classifier

Feedback
Formulation
Method

1. trainee practicing
on the simulator
2. 𝒏𝒐𝒗𝒊𝒄𝒆 stroke detection
3. generate feedback
for 𝒏𝒐𝒗𝒊𝒄𝒆 stroke
4. feedback delivery
Action: 𝒏𝒐𝒗𝒊𝒄𝒆 stroke to 𝒆𝒙𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒕 stroke

Feedback Generation – existing methods
❑Rule-based: fixed rules, low flexibility
“follow-me” approach: [Rhienmora et al., 2011]
“step-by-step”: [Wijewickrema et al., 2016]

❑Pattern-based: representative patterns, low accuracy/effectiveness
Time series pattern: [Forestier et al., 2012]
Expert/novice skill pattern: [Zhou et al., 2013a]

❑Prediction models: extract knowledge from trained model, marginal improvements
Decision tree: [Yang et al., 2003]
Random forests: [Zhou et al., 2013a; Cui et al., 2015]

Feedback Generation – existing methods
Method

Type

Effectiveness

Transferability

Real-time

Rhienmora et al., 2011

Rule-based

√

ꓫ

√

Wijewickrema et al., 2016

Rule-based

√

ꓫ

√

Forestier et al., 2012

Pattern-based

ꓫ

√

√

Zhou et al., 2013a

Pattern-based

ꓫ

√

√

Yang et al., 2003

Decision tree based

ꓫ

√

√

Zhou et al., 2013a

Random forests based

ꓫ

√

√

Cui et al., 2015

Random forests based

√

√

ꓫ

Our model (NNFB)

Neural network based

√

√

√

Feedback Generation – problem definition
Given a prediction model N 𝑥 and a novice instance 𝑥0 , the problem is
to find the optimal action 𝐴: 𝑥0 → 𝑥 that changes 𝑥0 to an instance 𝑥
under limited cost 𝐶 such that 𝑥 has the highest probability of being in
the expert class:
argmax 𝑁 𝑥 , subject to 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑥0 , 𝑥 < C
𝑥

For example, the action 𝐴: 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 = 0.2, 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 = 0.3 → ሺ𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 =
0.5, 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 = 0.3ሻ translates to the feedback “increase force to 0.5”.

•

•

In VR training, the number of feature changes should be kept low to
decrease cognitive load and avoid distraction:
𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑥0 , 𝑥 = 𝑥0 − 𝑥

Efficiency: done in 1sec.

0
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Neural Network based Feedback Generation
Our Contributions:
❑ We verified that neural network based adversarial perturbation can be a
foundation for feedback.
Our method (NNFB)

Adversarial examples: imperceptible small
carefully-designed noise can fool deep networks.
[Szegedy et al., 2013, Goodfellow et al., 2014]

• The perturbation strategy is the
same, but the constraints are
different:
✓ larger perturbation (opposite to
imperceptible small)
✓ fewer number of feature changes

❑ The simplicity of feedback can be done by a 𝐿1 regularization term.
❑ Real-world suitability can be done by a bounded adversarial update.

Neural Network based Feedback Generation
• Step 1: Pre-train a neural network classifier offline with loss 𝐽Θ

𝑥, 𝑦 , via

supervised learning.

• Step 2: For a real-time novice skill vector 𝑥0 and a target (expert) skill level 𝑦 ∗,
adversarially perturb 𝑥0 iteratively:
𝑥 = 𝑥0

𝒂
𝒃
𝑥 = 𝑥 − 𝜀𝑆𝑥 ሺ𝑥𝑆𝑥 − 1 + 𝑆𝑥 + ሺ1 − 𝑆𝑥 ሻሻ
2
2
𝑆𝑥 = signሺ𝛻𝑥 ሺ𝐽Θ 𝑥, 𝑦 ∗ + 𝜆 𝑥 − 𝑥0 1 ሻሻ

• Step 3: clip away small changes and generate feedback: 𝐴: 𝑥0 → 𝑥
• Step 4: Deliver feedback to trainee in the form of audio instructions in order
to enhance performance.
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Experimental Setup
❑Datasets: collected by temporal bone surgery simulator
𝒟1 : cortical mastoidectomy surgery → 60K skill instances (28K expert, 32K novice)
𝒟2 : posterior tympanotomy surgery → 14K skill instances (9K expert, 5K novice)

❑Compared methods: prediction model based methods
1. Split Voting (SV): decision tree based (Zhou et al., 2013a)
2. Integer Linear Programming (ILP): random forest based (Cui et al., 2015)
3. Random Iterative (RI): iterative approach with random forest (Cui et al., 2015)
4. Random Random (RR): random perturbation (baseline)
5. Neural Network based Feedback Generation (NNFB): the proposed method.

Experimental Setup
❑Evaluation metrics:
1. effectiveness: the percentage of successful improved 𝑋0 : 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =

{𝑥|𝑁 𝑥 =𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡}
{𝑥}

2. time-cost: time (in seconds) on average spent to generate one feedback for a novice instance 𝑥0

❑Evaluation classifiers:
evaluation classifiers are pseudo independents experts trained on different data.
Neural Network (NN), Random Forest (RF), Logistic Regression (LR), SVM (RBF kernel), Naive Bayes (NB),
KNN (K = 10)
➢ Step 1: Given n novice instances X0 , apply different feedback generation methods to
change 𝑥0 ∈ X0 to expert instance: 𝑥.
➢ Step 2: Evaluate the quality of 𝑋: {𝑥} using 6 evaluation classifiers

Experimental Results

✓

Higher effectiveness

✓

Lower time-cost

Comparison results (effectiveness vs time). 𝒟1 and 𝒟2 are two datasets.
NNFB is the proposed method.

Experimental Results

NNFB achieved comparable performance to ILP and outperformed
others methods across all evaluation classifiers.

Experimental Results

Increase 𝐿1 regularization parameter 𝜆 yields simple but confident feedback.
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Conclusions
❑Adversarial perturbation with neural networks can be used to generate
confident feedback efficiently.
❑The proposed NNFB method is general more effective than existing
feedback generation methods while remains low time-cost.
❑The proposed 𝐿1 regularization perturbation generates simple yet
confident feedback.
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